OPERATOR’S SECURITY
TOOLKIT
INVESTING IN PRIVATE-PRIVATE ACTION

Barry Greene - bgreene@senki.org

ISOI #1 (2006)– Reviewed our ”Top 10”
Security “Side Door” Session:
BGP Prefix filtering
Source Address Validation
Close open ports
Danger of Reflection attacks
Danger of DoS attacks
“Advance Persistent Threat” (used a different phrase)
Patch your systems
Monitoring the scanning of the network

Does this all resonate?

Private-to-Private Collaboration
with Public Participation
Our industry effectiveness is based on private industry’s ability to
collaborate with their peers (i.e. many time competitors).
We share information, exchange data, do join investigative work.
Once there is enough understanding of the threat actors, private
industry reached out to public (law enforcement) to move to next
stage of the investigation.
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The Original Top 10
Prepare your NOC - Ensure everyone in the NOC/SOC knows how to use
the entire toolkit.
Mitigation Communities - Invest in Communities of peer who you work with
to investigate and resolve the security issues facing your customers.
iNOC-DBA Hotline (Inter ASN Communication) - have clear inter-ASN
communications that allows NOCs to talk to NOC. This enables the direct
communications required to investigate, mitigate, and remediation security
incidents.
Point Protection on Every Device - Assume the whole network is a
potential threat vector. Each element on the network requires point protection
to minimize the threat.
Edge Protection - Protection tools on the edge of the ASN

The Original Top 10
Remote Triggered Black Hole Filtering - Set up BGP & MPLS to use the
full strength of “moving/removing” traffic flows updated at routing protocol
speeds.
Sink Holes - Set up sections of the network to move bad traffic to sections
that allow for detailed forensics.
Source Address Validation on all customer traffic. All device traffic
should be checked to ensure the source address and DSCP and other
spoofable fields are validated.
Control Plane Protection - Today’s Control Plan protection expands
beyond routing protocols. “Controllers,” cloud systems, and configurations
systems all expand the surface area of attack.
Total Visibility (Data Harvesting – Data Mining). Traceback, backtrace,
PCAPs, and extensive visibility logs are essential.

A Typical Example of a “Workshop”
http://www.senki.org/sp-security/maawg-2012-security-workshop/
Segment 1 – Top SP Security Essential Technique (Video) (Slides)
Segment 2 – Types of Malware Problems ISPs
Encounter (Video) (Slides)
Segment 3 – Understanding the Threat: A Cyber-Criminal’s Work Day &
Cyber-Criminal Behavior Drivers (Video) (Slides)
Segment 4 – Turning Point – Strategy for Change (Video) (Slides)
Segment 5 – Remediating Violated Customers (Video) (Slides)
Segment 6 – US FCC’s Anti-Botnet Code of Conduct (ABC’s for ISPs) –
Overview & Code on a Shoestring Budget (Video) (Slides)
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It is time for a Refresh
We will build a new set of “Operator’s Security Toolkit.”
The materials will be used @ tutorials in the Internet Operations
Meeting (see http://www.senki.org/sp-security/networkoperations-groups-meeting/) with “passionate presenters.”
We will learn from the past, this time having White Paper/Guides,
Presentation Materials, and Labs.
“Customer RFP Checklist,” Targeted Interaction @ NOGs, and
Smoke Jumping

What is Smoke Jumping?
Smoke Jumping is a “security
intervention” technique where we have a
team of “volunteers” or ”vendors” target
an Operator (ASN) who has known “Hot
Spots” of nefarious activities.
The Team works with the Operator to
deploy the “Security Toolkit” to mitigate
the risk AND to set up telemetry to “clear
the path” for investigation/operation
actions.

Working the 40/40/20 Rule
Sean Donelan’s (back in his SBC days)
[sean@donelan.com] rule for end point patching:
40% of the customers care and will proactively patch
40% of the customers may someday care and fix/patch/delouse
their machines
20% of the customers just do not care and have never responded
to any effort to fix them.

Your Turn ….
What do you need when you call an “Operator” for
investigative or operational assistance?
What would make your job easier?
What have been the problems in the past?

Do you need help deploying the toolkit?
Working with your management?
Convincing people of the value?

Principles for a Valid Tools
Everything we “drive” must be feasible. Asking Operators
(ASNs) to deploy unproven ”security tools” will not get the
desired response. Hence we look for “principles” behind the
selection:
Must have proven operational deployments. New protocols are
good, but that is for the future to validate the viability. Working
deployments at the only real benchmark to determine is a security
technique is going to make a difference.
Hardware Support. Integrating a variety of feature requirements in
to ASIC, FPGA, NPs, and other packet forwarding elements has
always been a balancing challenge. Focus on one requirement for
MPLS and you sacrifice the ability to do full PPS IPFIX. Ensuring you
can have every source address checked against a black list VRF
and you impact the capacity to have full routes on the Line Card.

We Evolve – DDOS Peering
Multi-ASN Collaborative Flow-Spec … Community Collaboration

Operationalizing ISP cooperation during DDoS attacks (NANOG 71)
https://pc.nanog.org/static/published/meetings//NANOG71/daily/day_4.html#1447

How to Participate?
E-mail Barry Greene - bgreene@senki.org
Crafting Phase: Contribute to the ”wish list.”
Presenter Interest: Are you interested to be one of the presenters?
This effort will take a couple of years before Operators are
“motivated” to ”invest” in the Security Toolkit.
Will be using OPS-T Main, CW, NSP-SEC, ISOI, and FIRST and
the forums to send progress updates.

Questions for Consultation
What do you need when you call an “Operator” for
investigative or operational assistance?
What would make your job easier?
What have been the problems in the past?

Operators Security Toolkit Slides & Papers

http://www.senki.org/sp-security/operators-security-toolkit/
Barry Raveendran Greene

bgreene@senki.org

Questions & Consultation

Example of “New Tools”
Principle of Remediation. All Operators must have the ability to remediate
devices which are known to be violated by malware. Remediation actions can
range from notification to removal (for example an IoT device).
Malware Remediation. Show each operator use a set of tools to measure
the “invention rate” of the devices connected to their network? The infection
rate would be an indicator for the risk level to the network.
Next Get - Sink Hole Operations. Private Industry working together and
with Law Enforcement have proven that Internet wide “take downs” of the
infrastructure used by the Threat Actors is viable. These Take Downs will
range from IP black holes to domain name black list. These take downs often
have a remediation component - where the Operator’s
customers/constituents are notified if their devices are seen going to the
Threat Actor’s infrastructure.

Example of “New Tools”
Rapid and Scalable DNS Black List (DNS Firewall). There is
enough experience with using DNS black list on the DNS
Resolvers (rDNS) to recommend this as a critical tool in the “Tool
Kit.” What would be the drawbacks for this recommendation?
What are the tools we need to to a traceback of an
incident? Traceback is where the infected device is isolated and
the malware C&C telemetry analyzed to build a C&C map
Backtrace is the next step. At times the C&C infrastructure will
be tracked to an Operator. That Operator would then use tools
from their Tool Kit to track traffic. The objective is to "backtrace" to
the Threat Actor.

Example of “New Tools”
Internet Embargo. Why receive traffic you know is bad into your
network. Why accept traffic from an ASN whose empirically
measured reputation score is crap?
Closed Network Layers to protect and isolate. Divide the
connected from the customer to the rest of the Internet into three
buckets - critical, clean, and dirty. You can also view this as
breaking the data plane into three. vCPEs make this easier. A
vCPE puts the NAT functionality in the cloud, giving operators
view on the other side (in the default customer connections).

Example of “New Tools”
Transparent “Feed” Capacity & Operations. Netflow/IPFIX, Passive DNS,
and other feeds from Operators would have the infrastructure, capacity, and
policy to encourage a vibrant “good guy” community. The “good guy”
community would also provide clear “service exchange” provided to the
Operator to facilitate a “win - win” exchange of value.
Monitoring, Probe, and Measurement Community Deployments.
Organizations like RIPE Atlas/RIS, CAIDA, and others have systems that
deploy probes throughout the world. Operators would work on a clear plan to
promote the deployment and use of these systems to better effect the
measurement and study of the quality of the Internet.
Sinkhole Sensors, Collectors, and Telemetry Boxes. Many Security
Organizations place “collectors” with Operator Partners. These systems
collect telemetry that is then exported and used to track the badness. This
practice is chaotic and not “Operator Friendly.” That impacts the deployability,
limiting the number of Operators, limits the surface area of detection, and is
threatened by “champion attrition” (where the person who set up the sensor
in the Operators leaves).

Top SP Security Essential
Techniques
The Executive Summary
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Top List of Operator Security
Fundamentals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare your NOC
Mitigation Communities
iNOC-DBA Hotline (build communications channels)
Point Protection on Every Device
Edge Protection
Remote triggered black hole filtering
Sink holes
Source address validation on all customer traffic
Control Plane Protection
Total Visibility (Data Harvesting – Data Mining)
Remediating Victimized Customers
DNS Resolver as a Security Tool
This list applies to Enterprises, Banks, Governments, On-line providers, Cloud
deployments, etc …

SP Security in the NOC - Prepare
PREPARATION
POST MORTEM
What was done?
Can anything be done to
prevent it?
How can it be less painful in
the future?

Prep the network
Create tools
Test tools
Prep procedures
Train team
Practice

IDENTIFICATION
How do you know about the
attack?
What tools can you use?
What’s your process for
communication?

REACTION
What options do you have to
remedy?
Which option is the best
under the circumstances?

CLASSIFICATION
TRACEBACK
Where is the attack coming from?
Where and how is it affecting the
network?

What kind of attack is it?
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Build the Direct and Out of Band
Channels with your Peers
Build the direct peer to peer communications channels and out of band
access before there is a security crisis.
Examples:
INOC-DBA: Inter-NOC Dial-By-ASN
Whatsapp
Slack

The key is a system that works during a Inter-ASN Crisis
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BCP 38 Ingress Packet Filtering
ISP’s Customer Allocation Block: 96.0.0.0/19
BCP 38 Filter = Allow only source addresses from the customer’s 96.0.X.X/24
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• Static access list on the edge of
the network
• Dynamic access list with AAA profiles
• Unicast RPF
• Cable Source Verify (MAC & IP)
• Packet Cable Multimedia (PCMM)
• IP Source Verify (MAC & IP)
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Remediating Violated Customers
We have enough experience in the industry
to move remediation of violated customers
to a normal part of the business.
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Leaving violated customers on your
network puts your whole operation at risk.
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